Automotive

Infor AutoRelease Cloud
Keep up with changing trading partner requirements
Infor AutoRelease® Cloud is a cost-effective, cloud-based alternative for automotive suppliers currently running
older, on-premise versions of Infor AutoRelease. Built upon the latest IBM i technology, Infor AutoRelease Cloud
allows automotive suppliers to easily stay in compliance with trading partner EDI mandates, avoid
compliance-related fines, and overcome business development challenges—without having to monitor constantly
changing business rules. By upgrading to Infor AutoRelease Cloud, automotive suppliers can eliminate capital
expenses associated with on-premise upgrades, and benefit from near-seamless integration with existing ERP
systems and an updated, modern user experience.

State-of-the art infrastructure
with a lower TCO
Upgrading to Infor AutoRelease Cloud removes
hardware costs from upgrades and frees IT resources
from managing hardware and software infrastructure.
A cloud-based infrastructure means that updates and
new features and capabilities can be rolled out
automatically. Additionally, the cloud-based
infrastructure also offers greater redundancy and
higher availability than is typically available with
on-premise solutions.

Benefits
■
■

Ensure compliance with EDI trading partners.
Support EDI connectivity between Infor
AutoRelease Cloud and your ERP system.

■

Update to a more modern user experience.

■

Eliminate hardware expenses from upgrade costs.

■

■

■

Free IT resources from managing hardware and
software infrastructure.
Automatically implement software updates and new
features and capabilities.
Increase uptime.

Latest technology
■

■

■

■

Infor Automotive Infor AutoRelease Cloud

A single-tenant, software-as-a-service (SaaS)
implementation offers high security, customization
features, and scalability options.
The latest IBM i technology and operating system,
along with an automatic upgrade for bar code
labels and forms, means that the underlying
technology is always current.
Implementation accelerators, available as
fixed-priced, implementation services offerings, can
help significantly speed up migration to the cloud.
The web-based user interface (based on HTML5)
doesn’t require terminal emulators to interact with
the application.

Meeting compliance requirements
and growing business
■

■

■

Trading partner EDI mandates are automatically
updated, so they don’t need to be manually added.
Automatic trading partner requirements include
demand normalization rules, shipping execution
rules, and billing rules.
An exhaustive trading partner catalog, which
includes the most up-to-date rules and requirements
across the automotive industry, provides a strong
foundation for exchanging information building and
growing new business relationships.

Flexible integration and use
■

■

Infor AutoRelease Cloud seamlessly integrates with
existing, on-premise, and IBM iSeries ERP solutions.
The modern, intuitive web-based user experience
makes Infor AutoRelease Cloud easy to use
and learn.

Learn more about Infor AutoRelease ›
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